
 

 

Teddy  Roosevelt  once  observed  “The  best 
executive is the one who has sense enough to 
pick good men to do what he wants done, and self
-restraint enough to keep from meddling with 
them while they do it.” In the fierce arena of the 
new  global  economy,  most  companies 
competitively  struggle  in  recruiting  the  most 
talented  individuals.  However,  this  focus  on 
people  development  often  rapidly  evaporates 
after the hiring process and little thought and few 
resources are used to foster and grow the talent 
of individuals already on the company’s payroll. 
Additionally, many employees are misaligned with 
their  current  jobs.  This  situation  breeds 
inefficiency  and  employee  dissatisfaction  that 
cannot be solved by the recruiting process alone.  
 
Insight Strategic Concepts, founded by strategist 
Shelley  Moore,  seeks  to  eliminate  the 
squandering of talent and assists organizations to 
help them form fully-realized systems of people 
development. To this end, Shelley has developed 
a proven nine-step Invest People Development 
Process (IPDP) that integrates company goals 
with employee talents. This unique, collaborative 
process  conclusively  improves  employee 
retention, performance and satisfaction and can 
increase productivity by over 225%. The striking 
turnaround of ASC Industries, Inc. illustrates the 
profound value and practical efficacy of Shelley’s 
IPDP schema for the development of effective, 
goal-driven and satisfied employees. 

ASC is  a  US-based  automotive  water  pump 
manufacturer founded in 1976. They began as a 
custom manufacturer  of  high  voltage  power 
equipment and sold their products exclusively to 
the electrical utility market. By 1992 they had 
concentrated their business to water pumps, 
providing over 475 water pump applications and 
nearly one thousand chassis applications as well 
as the entire automotive aftermarket for water 
pumps. 
 
Initially, ASC contracted Insight to develop an 
effective  marketing  campaign  and  consistent 
image.  From  the  marketing  angle  Insight 
reworked  promotional  materials,  created  a 
company  website  and  crafted  customer 
presentations  to  gain  new  and  targeted 
businesses.  Insight  also  aided  ASC  with  the 
creation of vendor relationship proposals that 
granted  them  access  to  large  aftermarket 
retailers such as Advance Auto Parts, AutoZone, 
and others. In light of this growth, ASC requested 
that Insight continue to facilitate their growth and 
Shelley turned her attention inward at ASC to 
analyze  internal  structures  of  people 
development. 
 
Shelley’s initial work, outlined as the first stage of 
the IPDP, encouraged ASC to set organizational 
goals, including a three-year vision to guide yearly  
initiatives.  ASC  articulated  their  three  year 
objective as the achievement of “$100 million in 
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sales  with  a  minimum  20%  margin  in  the 
automotive  aftermarket  by  building  brand 
awareness of ASC as the leader in technology for 
automotive and truck cooling systems.” ASC’s 
leadership clearly identified several  achievable 
goals  including  the  development  of  a  global 
sourcing  program  to  sell  international 
manufacturing services, the formation of an OEM 
sales team, building manufacturing plants in China, 
the instillation of an integrated HR system, the 
hiring  of  an  HR  coordinator,  and  complete 
manager training covering performance planning.  
 
The  second  step  of  the  IPDP  guided  ASC 
departmental  managers  to  establish  one-year 
goals.  Insight  helped  these  leaders  generate 
benchmarks and Insight’s analysis of the goals 
strongly indicated that ASC desperately needed 
to  initiate  and  form  a  substantive  Human 
Resources department. At the time, ASC was a 
young, small company that lacked established HR 
practices,  policies,  and  personnel.  Their  HR 
department was managed by one person, an 
office  manager,  who  had  many  other 
responsibilities  beyond  the  HR  role.  Insight 
focused  attention  on  this  situation  and 
demonstrated that the HR system, as it existed, 
simply  could  not  meet  the  needs  of  the 
organization; a situation all the more obvious, 
given ASC’s  early  growth.  The challenge for 
Insight was the wholesale development ASC’s HR 
structure from the ground up. As the project 
came to its close, Insight worked closely with the 
newly hired vice president of HR to maintain the 
necessary HR infrastructure. To this end, Insight, 
at  ASC’s  request,  implemented  a  human 
resources software system called UltiPro along 
with Passport, the precursor version of Insight’s 
now-proprietary BLOOM® web system, to fulfill 

the myriad of ASC’s HR needs. 
 
Utilizing the third dimension of the IPDP, Insight 
challenged  ASC  to  understand  employee 
strengths  by  providing  managers  tools  and 
training to communicate, effectively lead, and 
form synergistic teams. Insight interviewed all 
managers concerning their roles and the roles of 
their subordinates and analyzed the results. In 
response, Insight trained all managers in using the 
BLOOM system to manage their  HR issues. 
Insight also executed a company-wide analysis of 
company employees via proven talent indexes. 
All managers completed Kolbe A™, B™, and 
C™  indexes. The Kolbe A™ index is a 36-
question  assessment  tool  that  measures  the 
natural instincts of individuals, while the Kolbe 
B™ index measures job-related self-expectations 
in determining the job fit for existing employees. 
The third Kolbe test,  the Kolbe C™ index, 
identifies the necessary characteristics required 
for a specific role as defined by the manager or 
supervisor. The Kolbe indexes provided a holistic 
understanding of the natural instincts and unique 
strengths of each employee and these results 
facilitated the formation of synergistic teams as 
well  as  alerting  leaders  how to  best  coach 
managers for success in newly formed teams. At 
ASC, the results focused the recruitment process 
for the Sales and Marketing Department as well 
as for new HR staff members. 
 
The fourth stage of IPDP, the creation of job 
centers, motivated ASC to clarify and articulate 
the nature, functions and relationships among 
differing jobs in their organization. Insight 
encouraged ASC leadership to create a clear  
organization chart that detailed the chain of 
command and structure of the organization so 
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that each role was orientated toward achieving 
the company’s higher strategic vision. By 
generating this organizational schema, ASC 
clearly saw the need for new departments and 
oriented existing structures to anticipate future 
growth. A comprehensive review and 
assessment of the company’s policies led to 
clarifying each job by rewriting the HR policy 
manual. Insight also conducted a comprehensive 
analysis of existing pay structures compared to 
industry and regional pay ranges so as to attract 
the highest quality candidates with competitive 
compensation. Insight also encouraged ASC to 
set compensation scales to allow room for 
further incentives to encourage employee 
productivity and growth. Finally, this data was 
integrated into the BLOOM system, which 
provided every employee instant access to 
comprehensive information that defined how 
their responsibilities and daily tasks furthered 
the larger organizational vision. Additionally, 
BLOOM alerted managers to the completion of 
performance reviews and training for 
developmental purposes. The completion of this 
step once again underlined the necessity for 
ASC to expand their Sales and Marketing staff, 
as well as their HR department. 
 
Once the necessary structures were established, 
Insight helped ASC generate role descriptions to 
guide the hiring process in the fifth stage of 
IPDP. Insight believes that writing carefully 
crafted role descriptions joins people with 
strategy and is an indispensible element of 
organic growth. Each role description included 
a: role title, general summary, list of frequent 
key duties, list of necessary competencies and 
qualifications, description of the work 
environment, and other specific information 

such as compensation, supervision or 
supervisory responsibilities, and Kolbe results. 
Once again, BLOOM expedited this process for 
ASC managers. They used BLOOM’s user-
friendly role description templates and helpful 
tips to guide their work. The generated role 
descriptions were circulated to the appropriate 
supervisors for revisions, managers assigned job 
descriptions to current employees, and finally, 
employees reviewed their job descriptions and 
provided feedback. 
 
Only when employee support and organizational 
structures were in place could ASC proceed to 
the hiring process and determine the 
appropriate job fit of current employees. By this 
time, Insight’s comprehensive planning prepared 
the ASC HR department with a laser-like focus 
when interviewing candidates for this sixth stage 
of the IDPD. Potential candidates completed the 
same talent indexes required of other ASC 
employees and these results highlighted to ASC 
HR representatives the candidates’ strengths, 
potential as team members, and appropriate fit 
to particular jobs. ASC, based on Insight’s 
analysis of Kolbe results, could appraise whether 
current employees were matched to 
appropriate jobs. 
 
Stages seven through nine of the IDPD 
facilitated future employee growth and 
development. At stage seven, individual 
employees developed short- and long-term 
personal goals and set timeframes for their 
achievement. Insight encouraged managers and 
employees to work collaboratively in generating 
these goals, which helped employees understand  
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how their personal goals furthered the overall 
vision of the company. Insight also identified 
areas where employee training was needed and 
integrated the BLOOM system to monitor and 
track the completion of employee training. The 
BLOOM system sent emails that alerted 
managers and employees when reviews, training, 
and goals were due, making the process as 
smooth and unobtrusive as possible. Stage eight 
of the IDPD involved creating an inclusive 
performance-planning system that trained 
managers to conduct effective performance 
reviews and set new goals. Insight equipped 
managers to effectively communicate with 
employees during their performance reviews 
and offered individual coaching on an as-needed 
basis. HR managers received training to coach 
and develop managers’ talents. After this was 
completed, Insight served in an advisory role 
and checked in regularly with HR managers 
throughout the year. Finally, at stage nine, 
Insight assisted ASC in the establishment of 
incentive programs that encouraged and 
rewarded personal growth and productivity. In 
this step, Insight helped ASC articulate 
compensation, wage scales and bonus systems 
for employees.  
  
As a result of completing Insight’s IPDP, ASC 
developed fully functioning Marketing and HR 
departments supported with software systems, 
tools and procedures needed to function on 
their own, staffed with new highly-trained and 
motivated employees. These self-sustaining 
departments set the stage for ASC’s later 
growth. In 2002, after working with Insight, 
ASC’s HR system was audited by Mercer 
Consulting, a global HR firm, and was described 
as “impeccable.” In 2003, ASC achieved the 

coveted ISO/TS 16949:2002 quality rating and 
was the only US Automotive Water Pump 
manufacturer to receive such a quality audit. 
 
Overall, ASC achieved impressive growth goals. 
In a brief two and a half years, ASC grew from a 
$45 million dollar company to over $100 million, 
thus meeting one aspect of their three-year 
objective. Currently. ASC is an over $200 
million dollar company a year and continues to 
chart an impressive growth trajectory. The 
President and CEO of ASC, Ted Swaldo, deeply 
appreciates Insight’s work and credits them, in 
part, with ASC’s impressive growth. “The words 
that come to mind for me when I describe 
Shelley Moore of Insight Strategic Concepts® 
are creative, professional, diligent, enthusiastic, a 
team player and teacher,” Swaldo commented. 
“The work that resulted from hiring Insight was 
based on a team approach that produced state-
of-the-art and technically strong work … while 
putting people first.” 
 
 
By Shelley Moore, Founder/Strategist 
Insight Strategic Concepts Inc. ®  
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Insight Strategic Concepts Inc.® is a strategic firm that supports 
progressive business owners by organically integrating businesses. Our 
proprietary services and technologies integrate core elements of a 
business based on our discovery of the unique DNA each business is 
made up of. The outcome is innovative and unique strategies that 
naturally work for the business and its people. 
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